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UNIVAC Acceptance Tests.—On February 4-5, 1952, the second UNIVAC, constructed

by the Eckert-Mauchly
Division of Remington Rand under NBS contract for the
Office of the Air Comptroller, USAF, passed a magnetic tape reading and writing test which
was the final test for its acceptance. The machine is now being moved from the factory in
Philadelphia to the Pentagon Building in Washington, D. C, where its primary activity
will be computing logistic programs.
In this test UNIVAC read over 142 million decimal digits from magnetic tapes and
wrote over 85 million on tapes in eight hours net running time and two hours down time.
It ran without error or stoppage through 23 out of 32 fifteen-minute test units. In the other
9 test units automatic checking circuits stopped the machine for 15 tape reading errors,
for two malfunctions of tape driving mechanisms, for two tape defects, and for one tube
failure in the computer. No errors escaped the automatic checking circuits.
The same general test of computational ability that was given the first UNIVAC
was also given to this machine. (See MTAC, v. 5, p. 176-7.) During the 19 twenty-minute
test units, the only malfunctions were three tape reading errors which were detected by
automatic checking circuits.
The test of the Uniprinter required it to read from magnetic tape and to type 144,000
characters among which occurred every typewriter symbol. This took four hours and
fifty-four minutes running time plus nineteen minutes down time. Checking circuits stopped
the printer six times, apparently because it picked up spurious pulses in the spaces between
blocks of data on the tape. No errors were found in the copy.
The Unityper test required 54,000 characters of instruction codes to be typed onto
magnetic tapes and these to be readable by UNIVAC and by Uniprinter. Net typing time
was 3i hours. UNIVAC read all the tapes correctly, but Unityper omitted characters at
three points because tape slippage on Unityper had caused them to be recorded too closely
together.
In the Bureau of the Census's year of experience with the first UNIVAC the computer
has been remarkably reliable except for rather frequent tape reading error; therefore the
tape reading and writing test for the second UNIVAC was revised to require nearly five
times as much reading. For this reason the similarity in performance of the first and second
UNIVACS in their tests really indicate noteworthy improvement in this respect.
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